We say that a subset A of X is the limit of a sequence {A of nonempty subn sets of X if each point a in A is the limit of a convergent sequence {a }, where This lemma was proved in [2] . The proof of this lemma is obvious but see also [15] . [18] , HegedHs and Szilgyi [19] , Hikida [20] , Park and Rhoades [21] , Jhoades [22] , and Singh and Kasahara [23] .
RESULTS IN COMPLETE METRIC SPACES.
Let F, G be two set-valued mappings of X into B(X) and let I J be two elfmaps of X such that
l.et Xo (Resp. yo be an arbitrary point in X and define inductively a sequence {i resp. {yn }) such that, having defined the point Xn_l (resp. yn_l), choose a point :n (resp. yn with IXn (resp. JYn) in FXn_l (resp. GYn_ 1) for n |,2, 'I'his can be done since the range of I (resp. J) contains the range of F (resp. G). (Fu,Gy n) f(max{d(lu,JYn), (lu,GYn), (JYn,FU)}).
Letting n tend to infinity and using lemma and property (a), we obtain the inequality (Fu,z) ! f(max{d(lu,z), 6(z,Fu)}) 
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